
Name (last, first): _________________________________________ Period: ______ Ms. Ro/ English 8 
Book Report Assignment Q2 - Due : _______________________________________  
 
________________________ / 20 Assessment Points   (5 points per section) 
 
*Create a “poster” on the back of this handout.  Be as colorful and creative as possible!!!  
 
Title of Book you are reviewing: _______________________________________________________________ 
Author of book: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Poster should be designed and created as seen below. The more detail, the better the grade.  
 

Quick summary of novel in a paragraph.  
 
-title of book & book’s author 
-genre of book  
-mention important character names, setting, and overall main 
journey/problem characters are experiencing.  
- don’t ruin the book though!!!!  
 
_______ 
5 points 

3 important quotes from the novel.  
 

● Make sure to have opening or closing of the quote (who 
says quote either before the quote or after the quote) 

● Quotes must be cited (author’s last name, page #) 
● For each quote, provide 1-2 bullet points of why quote is 

important or what it shows about important characters or 
scenes. 

_______ 
5 points 

Your rating of the book using stars…. 
1-5 stars: 1 being poor; 5 being excellent 
 
Provide an explanation of why you would / would not recommend 
the book.  
 
*Use THREE vocabulary terms of your choice. Highlight terms. 
 
_______ 
5 points 

Important lesson/”take-away” from novel.  
 
In a paragraph, explain what reader will take away and/or learn 
from the characters after reading the novel.  
 
*Use at least ONE comma rule and ONE semicolon rule correctly. 
Highlight punctuation marks.  
 
_______ 
5 points 

 
 



Name (last, first): _________________________________________ Period: ______ Ms. Ro/ English 8 
Book Report Assignment Q3 - Due : _______________________________________  
 
________________________ / 50 Assessment Points   (10 points per section) 
*Create a “poster” on the back of this handout.  Be as colorful and creative as possible!!!  
 
Title of Book you are reviewing: _______________________________________________________________ 
Author of book: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Poster should be designed and created as seen below. Must be in INK!!! The more detail, the better the grade.  
 

Art to represent the 
novel.  
 
-decorate the back of 
this handout w/ title and 
author name 
-images should 
represent important 
parts/symbols from the 
novel 
 
*When you decorate, 
keep in mind the other 
information you will 
need to fit onto the 
handout too.  
 
 
______ 
10 points 

Quick summary of novel in a paragraph.  
 
- genre of book  
- mention important character names, setting, and 
overall main journey/problem characters are 
experiencing.  
- don’t ruin the book though!!!!  
 
*Use ONE dash or hyphen rule correctly.  
 
_______ 
10 points 

2 important quotes from the novel.  
 
- Make sure to have opening or closing of the quote 
(who says quote either before the quote or after the 
quote) 
- Quotes must be cited (author’s last name, page #) 
- For each quote, provide 1-2 bullet points of why 
the quote is important or what it shows about 
important characters or scenes. 
 
_______ 
10 points 

Your rating of the book using stars…. 
1-5 stars: 1 being poor; 5 being excellent 
 
Provide an explanation of why you would / would not 
recommend the book.  
*Use FIVE vocabulary terms of your choice. 
Highlight terms. 
 
_______ 
10 points 

Important THEME/”take-away” from novel.  
 
In a paragraph, explain what the theme or 
“take-away” from the novel is for the reader.  
*Use at least ONE comma rule and ONE semicolon 
rule correctly. Highlight punctuation marks.  
 
 
_______ 
10 points 

 


